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	Managing knowledge networks (KN) within organizations has taken on enhanced importance in recent years because of the decline of middle management and other changes in formal organizational structures, the growth of information technologies, and our increasingly competitive global economy. KN can be manifested in a variety of forms: project teams, research groups, advice networks, professional communities, communities of practice, support groups, and so on. Individuals increasingly find that they must determine for themselves what choices they will make, distilling the information they have gathered in their personal networks to knowledge that results in strategies they can pursue as they act in an ever more complex world. The awareness of the operation of KN is, quite literally, an important survival tool for individuals. In turn, resulting individual learning and actions determine how organizations adapt to rapidly changing environments and innovate to meet new challenges.


	I have been conducting network analysis, innovation, and information research for over three decades now (Susskind et al. 2005). This book represents a culmination of this work: a bringing together of what have been complementary, although separate, strands of research. As such it draws on my books and research articles in these diverse areas, hopefully resulting in a useful synthesis of ideas applied to the increasingly critical problem of understanding the role of KN in contemporary organizations. My first book, Organizational Communication Structure, placed network analysis within broader intellectual traditions relating it directly to formal, spatial, and cultural approaches to structure. Information Seeking: An Organizational Dilemma applied many of these structural approaches to the problems individuals confront when they seek information in organizations. It also explored the darker sides of individual action that I will discuss later in this work. My most recent work, Innovation and Knowledge Management: The Cancer Information Service Research Consortium, draws on my work on innovations, and my more recent interest in knowledge management, to analyze an elaborate case study of how these themes unfolded in a major provider of health information to the general public.
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Visual Basic.Net for StudentsPearson Education, 2002
If you have never done any programming before                    – if you are a complete novice – this book is for you. This                    book assumes no prior knowledge of programming. It starts from                    scratch. It is written in a simple, direct style for maximum                    clarity. It is aimed at first...
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Refactoring: Improving the Design of Existing CodeAddison Wesley, 1999

	This book isn't an introduction to object-oriented technology or design. Many books already do a good job of that...this isn't an advanced treatise either. It's a book of design patterns that describe simple and elegant solutions to specific problems in object-oriented software design....Once you understand the design patterns and...
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Sustainable Development in Changing Complex Earth Systems (Sustainable Development Goals Series)Springer, 2019

	This book applies system theory to analyze the operation and structure of the complex earth surface system, including the interactions between society and nature that cause environmental degradation and threats to human populations. The possible ways to harmonize the operation of a global society as a complex system using the United Nation...
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Classical Mechanics: Systems of Particles and Hamiltonian DynamicsSpringer, 2009
The series of texts on Classical Theoretical Physics is based on the highly successful series of courses given by Walter Greiner at the Johann Wolfgang Goethe University in Frankfurt am Main, Germany. Intended for advanced undergraduates and beginning graduate students, the volumes in the series provide not only a complete survey of classical...
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Acute Care Handbook for Physical Therapists, 4eSaunders, 2013

	Familiarize yourself with the acute care environment with this essential guide to physical therapy practice in an acute care setting. Acute Care Handbook for Physical Therapists, 4th Edition helps you understand and interpret hospital protocol, safety, medical-surgical 'lingo', and the many aspects of patient are from the...
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Placebo and Pain: From Bench to BedsideAcademic Press, 2013

	The placebo effect continues to fascinate scientists, scholars, and clinicians, resulting in an impressive amount of research, mainly in the field of pain. While recent experimental and clinical studies have unraveled salient aspects of the neurobiological substrates and clinical relevance of pain and placebo analgesia, an authoritative...
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